
If its on, its in. Coming Soon... is the monthly movie

magazine you’ve been waiting for. Our resident

movie expert TC Candler puts his own spin on what’s

hot and what’s not, in Hollywood and at home.

Check out TC’s website independentcritics.com.

The rumor mill^
A NEW JAMES BOND!

Daniel Craig has been announced as the newest
member of the most exclusive movie club in the

world.  He is the next James Bond.  Following in the
enormous footsteps of Sean Connery, Roger Moore,

Pierce Brosnan and the slightly more minuscule
footsteps of Timothy Dalton, Craig has promised to

“take the series somewhere
it’s never gone before”.  He beat out frontrunners

Clive Owen and Hugh Jackman for the coveted part.
His first Bond adventure, “Casino Royale”, is currently
in pre-production and will start shooting in December.

Welcome8

KING KONG TOO LONG?
Peter Jackson, who helmed the “Lord of the Rings” trilogy, is
currently editing his newest Christmas time blockbuster, “King
Kong”.  Universal recently expressed shock at the proposed
running length set forth by Jackson at more than three butt-
numbing hours.  They were apparently expecting Jackson to
trim the film down to a reasonable two and a half hours.
However, Jackson has built up enough clout after the mega-
success of his recent films and will get his way.  Three hours it
is!  But as they say… No good film can be too long, just as no
bad one can be too short.

Welcome to our first edition of Coming Soon, the
new monthly supplement which tells you
everything you need to know about what’s coming
up on the silver screen. Our film buff, TC Candler,

has all the inside info on the stars, the movies and the gossip from
tinseltown and beyond.

There’ll be celebrity profiles – starting this month with
Hollywood’s hottest property, the beautiful Keira Knightley, indepth

previews of all the blockbuster
movies as well as a round up of all
the current DVD releases, all with
our own star rating so that you can
see at a glance whether we think its
a hit or a miss. And watch out for
TC’s Top 10 list every month. 
If you make it onto the list, your
definitely rocking.

WIN 
Comingsoon Exc lus ive,  

WE HAVE 10 COPIES OF 

THE DVD, “CRASH” 

TO GIVE AWAY
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